Aberdeen® and Medina™ Height-Adjustable Desks Now Available
Minneapolis (May, 2018): Safco® — Mayline® is excited to announce that
Aberdeen® and Medina™ Desks are now available with an electric height-adjustable
option, allowing you to reach new heights while you work.
Aberdeen and Medina Desks are a classic addition to any workspace, and can now
take your workstation to new heights. Being able to move between sitting and
standing throughout the day can help encourage increased activity. By standing,
fidgeting and moving more while you work, you can engage major muscle groups
and help combat the negative effects of inactivity in many workplace settings.
The new, height-adjustable Aberdeen desk features a sleek design with distinctive,
fluted edges that match the rest of the Aberdeen® line. Desking, Conference and
Reception Furniture are all part of the Aberdeen® Series, making it easy to create a
cohesive and professional work environment.
Medina also comes from a full set of products. The Medina™ Series, complete with
Desking, Conference and Reception options, features beveled edges and Silver
detailing for a contemporary furniture line.
Creating height-adjustable options on classic Casegoods lines is just one way in
which Safco® — Mayline® is constantly striving to improve on classic products to make
them even more relevant to today’s market. Check out the full range of innovation on
our website.
About Safco — Mayline
With 125 years of industry knowledge, Safco — Mayline offers an array of furniture solutions to create top-notch
spaces everyone will be talking about. We deliver a memorable experience because we truly care about how and
where people work. To create work spaces that energize and inspire people, we use market knowledge and
employee know-how to spread workspace product innovation. We maintain a culture of spirited professionalism
to ensure that everyone receives a positive, memorable experience - customer and employee alike.
This product is part of the Active Collection line; The Active Collection products are designed to promote active
movement throughout the day and engage major muscle groups to help combat the negative effects of inactivity
in many workplace settings.
For more information
Carrie Eidem | CarrieEidem@SafcoProducts.com | 763.536.6754
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